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Beyond the Stacks

The DiMenna-Nyselius Library Newsletter

Winter/Spring 2022, Volume 2, Issue 2

Our New Strategic Plan
By Curtis Ferree, Associate Dean for Public Services &
Coordinator of the Academic Commons Partnership
To be fair, when we started to
develop a strategic plan for the
library, we were warned: this
would not be an easy process.
My notes from our initial meeting
with Organizational Performance
Group (OPG), the consulting firm
we selected to help us develop
the Library’s first strategic plan,
make this abundantly clear. In
fact, I even underlined something
Laura Freebairn-Smith (partner
and co-founder of OPG) told us:
“there will be days when you
don’t like us very much.” Now
that the plan is finished, I’m not
sure it ever got that dire. But,
throughout the process, there
were certainly moments when we
weren’t sure how we would get
everything done, and some
conversations about the future
direction of the Library that were
challenging (in the good way!). It
also wouldn’t have been possible
without some herculean feats of
scheduling from Jane Velez,
Assistant to the Dean.

There were many reasons we
wanted to develop a strategic
plan. Nationwide, the rising costs
of tuition, rapid technological
changes, and changes in student
demographics have been topics
of increasing importance in higher
education for several years.
Additionally, Fairfield University is
growing and changing in exciting
new ways, and we needed to
determine how the Library could
help to further the University’s
strategic priorities. Library staff
wanted a way to help them
prioritize their work and make the
best use of the Library’s
resources.
We needed a guiding document
that would help us to plan for the
expected, and put us in a better
position to respond to the
unexpected. (Pandemic, anyone?)
After quite a bit of research, the
library leadership team realized
we needed some outside help to
develop a strategic plan.
Continued on page 6

#ColorOurCollections: bit.ly/dnlcoloring

Message from the Dean
What an endeavor it is to create a
strategic plan! I do hope you take
some time to view our plan and
please send me a note if you have
questions or feedback.
Completed in January, the plan is
comprised of two ambitions:
Modern Academic Library and
Institutional Memory, and six
goals: Teaching, Learning, and
Research; Collections; Diversity
and Inclusive Excellence;
Communications; Funding and
Financial Planning; Organizational
Culture of the Library. We also
have a new mission statement
and values statements.
In this issue, we share how we are
developing policies and
processes to make our discovery
service more inclusive. The
sampling of our outreach
illustrates just some of the ways
our staff advance a culture of
exploration and shared learning.
You’ll meet staff from the
technical services department,
hear from student library advisory
board members, and read about a
new room that we opened for
caregivers.
Kind regards,
Christina S. McGowan, MSLIS
Dean of the Library & University
Librarian

'Change the Subject' and
the Power of Language
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local subject headings (like
‘Undocumented immigrants’),
sometimes appearing alongside
By Ann Victor, Cataloging & Metadata Strategies Librarian
LCSH, sometimes replacing LCSH
in their catalogs, while still making
Early in the fall semester, the
documentary. ‘Illegal aliens’ has
Library offered a viewing of
been the official term since 1993. both terms searchable. And they
“Change the Subject,” a 2019
In November 2021, the Library of have also not limited it to one
documentary about a group of
subject. Academic libraries have
Congress finally announced an
students at Dartmouth College
update. They will be changing the expanded the project beyond
who petitioned the Library of
immigration, using linked data
subject headings ‘Aliens’ and
Congress. Their goal was to
‘Illegal aliens’ to ‘Noncitizens’ and vocabularies like Homosaurus,
change the anti-immigrant
‘Illegal immigration.’ It’s progress, which promotes the
language of the subject heading,
discoverability of LGBTQIA+
certainly, but still not quite the
‘Illegal aliens’ to the more
resources. Since watching the
inclusive language that the
inclusive ‘Undocumented
Dartmouth students were hoping “Change the Subject”
immigrants.’ The petition went all
documentary, we have been
for.
the way to the Supreme Court,
wondering if this kind of project
In conducting research, I have
could be implemented here at
where (spoiler alert) it touched a
seen that there are many
political nerve, and was ultimately
Fairfield.
academic libraries across the U.S.
unsuccessful. Nonetheless, this
that have taken matters into their Thankfully, librarians love to share
event has sparked important
their work, especially their
own hands. They use their own
discussions among librarians,
motivating us to think about the
power of language, how users
search for materials in the
catalog, and what we can do to
help every single person who uses
the library to feel as if they are
being represented.
As a cataloger, whose job it is to
assign subject headings to
records in the catalog, this is a
topic that is constantly on my
mind. It is important to me that
the materials I’m describing are
described in a way that makes
sense to you, the end user. Using
standardized language for
subjects, like the Library of
Congress Subject Headings
(LCSH), is a good way to make
sure that the catalog stays
organized and consistent. But
updating the LCSH to reflect
more current and inclusive
language can be a very slow
process, as was indicated in the

Title Image for "Change the Subject: A Documentary about Labels,
Libraries, and Activism", Dartmouth Library Digital Collections.
https://www.library.dartmouth.edu/digital/digitalcollections/change-the-subject
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'Change the Subject'
(cont.)
success stories, and so finding
specific instructions on how to
complete a project like this in our
catalog was pretty easy. The next
step? Actual implementation. I have
already spoken with members of
SLAB, the Student Library Advisory
Board, and hope to chat with others
on campus, to get feedback on
important topics and specific
language for our local headings. If
there are subjects that are important
to you and you would like to see
them better represented in the
catalog, please feel free to reach out
to me: ann.victor@fairfield.edu.

Have you Heard about our Student
Donated Textbook Collection?
The FY19 cohort of the Student Library Advisory Board proposed the
formation of the collection after a FUSA survey showed that a large
number of respondents did not purchase their required class texts,
most oftentimes due to the prohibitive costs of textbooks.
At the end of each semester the Library asks students “pay it
forward” by donating their textbooks and any required class texts so
that other students can benefit from the growing collection. All
books in the collection can be borrowed for up to four hours for inbuilding use. This time frame helps ensure equitable access for all
students in the course who might need it. Faculty can also donate
their desk copies of books as well.
To view the list of available titles visit bit.ly/dnltextbooks

♦︎

The Student Library Advisory Board:
Who They Are & Why They Joined
By Lisa Thornell, Student Engagement & Outreach Librarian
We would like to thank the following members of the Student Library
Advisory Board (SLAB) for serving their one academic year term.
SLAB members are recruited at the beginning of each fall semester
from across academic majors and class years. The purpose of the
Board is to facilitate communications and the exchange of ideas
between the student body and the library administration in order to
better address student needs, provide new services, and improve
existing services. Here are some of the reasons why our current
members signed up:

“Joining [SLAB] can
help me improve my
leadership skills. This is
specially useful and
relevant to me, as I am
pursuing my MS in
Finance which is
preparing me for
leadership roles, so why
not experience this
additional leadership
preparation from a
different perspective.”

“I spend a lot of time in the
library and I think it is one of
the most comforting places on
campus. I want to help make
everyone's experience at the
library enjoyable, productive,
and as best as it can be.”

SLAB 2021-2022
Matthew Adamski '24
Christian Aldakar, graduate student
Philomena Appiah '24
Ramsha Asad '23
Caitlin Bilotta '24
Hanna Birenbaum, graduate student
Allison Carignan '23
Kayleigh Cicala '25
Emily Cochi '25
Julianna Elliott '25
Natalie Gammer, graduate student
Gabrielle Kerekes-Norko '25
Emma Kramer '24
Nahush Seecharan '25
Danielle Sondgeroth '22
Emma Tigue '22

“[to] be given the
opportunity to engage with
undergraduate students,
which will engage me with
peers that are on a different
educational level, and open
my eyes to what they offer
at the board, and how I can
learn from them.”

“I believe that a peaceful,
calm space is so essential for
success amongst students,
especially here at Fairfield. I
would love to be a part of
bettering this space for
students
and
perfecting
it.” A Documentary about Labels,
Title
Image for
"Change
the Subject:
Libraries, and Activism", Dartmouth Library Digital Collections.
https://www.library.dartmouth.edu/digital/digitalcollections/change-the-subject
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A Sampling of Our Outreach by the Numbers

16
academic departments collaborated to
offer Cram Jam, an academic support
event held on the second reading day
of finals week. Tutors and librarians
assisted students and study supplies
and snacks were provided.

Cram Jam, December 2021

167
Stags attended the Human Library
to speak to one of the 19 “human
books” to learn about their life
experiences. This year's Human
Library was a hybrid in-person and
virtual event.

The Human Library Event, November 2021

55
10

The Human Library® is designed to
build a positive framework for
conversations that can challenge or
address stereotypes, prejudices,
stigma, or taboo topics through
dialogue. We collaborated with
several campus departments to host
the event and received permission
from the Human Library Organization
to use their trademarked name.

Julie Learson from Theater Dept
(far left) with the Library's Grace
Bissenden, John Novak, Christina
McGowan, & Mat Blaine at the 2021
Human Library Event

First Year Experience sections were assigned a research librarian as part of the
“Personal Librarian Program” to introduce all first-years and new transfers
students to Library services and resources. Students receive regular newsletters
and are encouraged to get in touch with any questions related to the Library or
the University, or for research and citation help. This is the 10th year that we've
offered the Personal Librarian Program.
categories made up the Winter Reading Challenge. The WRC encouraged
students, faculty, and staff to find reading motivation, try out new genres, and
choose titles from a wider range of voices and perspectives. The prizes were
sponsored by the Health & Wellness Committee and Fairfield University
Bookstore.
Page
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7
panelists including faculty members across
disciplines, the editor of The Mirror, and a
librarian kicked off the Media Literacy Week
event series with "Information Anarchy: A
Discussion of Media Consumption &
Misinformation". The event was recorded and
has been uploaded to the University’s YouTube.
Screenshot of the Information Anarchy Event, uploaded to
the Fairfield University YouTube Channel

394
pages in the book selected as
the town of Fairfield’s 2022 One
Book One Town, The House in
the Cerulean Sea by TJ Klune.

8

decorated pumpkins on display at the first
(and most likely annual) Academic
Commons Trick or Treat, an open house for
students, faculty, and staff to learn about
the services located within the Library.

The DiMenna-Nyselius Library is one of
several local libraries that serve on the
committee each year to select the title and
create programming to bring the town
together through this annual shared
reading initiative. Save the date for the
author event: March 1st, 2022

Digital Scholarship Librarian Nicole Marino with
participants of the Humanitarian Map-a-thon

100s

35

of edits made by students to an open mapping tool,
to support global disaster response and risk
reduction, during our Humanitarian Map-a-thon
workshop led by our Digital Scholarship Librarian,
Nicole Marino. The workshop was a collaboration
with the Center for Social Impact.

alumni and parents registered for a Spot the Bot
workshop. The workshop focused on how to
identify and report fake accounts on Twitter.

Flyer for OBOT Author Talk Event
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Strategic Plan (cont.)
In April we contracted with OPG
to help guide us through the
process. We formed a planning
team to coordinate efforts within
the library. Originally, the team
consisted of Christina McGowan,
Dean of the Library and University
Librarian, Barbara Ghilardi,
Assessment Librarian, Laura
Cossette, Systems Librarian, Nina
Peri, Associate Dean for Technical
Services and the Budget, and
myself. During the process, Nina
retired and Barbara went on
maternity leave. John Novak was
hired as the new Associate Dean
for Technical Services and the
Budget, and we welcomed him on
to the planning team. (John might
have a less charitable description
of being thrown into the middle
of this process so soon after his
arrival, but if so, he’s been too
polite to say.)
For most of the process, the
planning team met twice a week—
one meeting by ourselves to work

on the plan, and one meeting with
OPG to get feedback and
guidance. From the beginning, the
planning team’s primary focus
was to ensure that library staff
had as much input as possible in
the plan. To this end, we held 3
half-day retreats (as well as 2 2hour retreats)—guided by OPG—
for the entire staff. During these
retreats we workshopped drafts
of the plan, and participated in
team-building activities and
discussions.

used to refine the plan. As the
draft developed, we realized that
we needed more input from the
staff, so we recruited more people
to develop tactics for initiatives in
their areas of expertise. Through
all of this, the planning team
continued to meet—sometimes
for as much as 6 hours a week—to
incorporate feedback from staff,
and from OPG. In short, it was a
lot of work for everyone at the
library, and a main focus of our
attention for 2021.

We also dedicated time to
discussing the plan in staff and
department meetings, and the
Dean of the Library met with each
staff member to solicit their input.
OPG conducted interviews with
key stakeholders across campus,
including President Mark Nemec,
Provost Christine Siegel, and
members of the Provost
Leadership Council, and compiled
a report that provided valuable
feedback that the planning team

But, the result of that effort is a
document that will not only help
guide our work for the next
several years, but one that
represents our vision for a
modern academic library, and
articulates the values that inspire
our work. We look forward, now,
to beginning the work of
implementing our plan. Perhaps
after a very short rest.

University Archivist Elise Bochinski working with students in Dr. Marice Rose's
Celtic and Early Irish Art class. Photo courtesy Fairfield University Marketing Dept.

♦︎

You can view the
public version of our
plan on our Mission,
Values, and Strategic
Plan page here:
fairfield.edu/library
/about/mission
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Get to Know: Technical Services (Part 1)
By Mat Blaine, Research & Outreach Librarian
For this issue, we wanted to pay tribute to the work of our dedicated technical services department,
whose contributions to both the day-to-day operations as well as the overall direction of the library
may not be widely visible to those in our community. Look for the second installment in our Fall issue!

John Novak, Associate Dean for Technical Services and the Budget
John joined us in September 2021 from the University of Maryland, where he served as
the Collection Development Strategies Librarian. In his new role, he oversees both the
day-to-day and long term strategies for the department. One of his top priorities is to
enhance and elevate the role of the University Archives & Special Collections. As
Fairfield's institutional memory, he recognizes how important it is to have the
resources and infrastructure in place to capture and preserve all the digital content
that the University creates. I wouldn't bet against him; John has bowled a perfect
game.

Laura Cossette, Systems Librarian
Laura joined our team in August 2020 and is responsible for configuring and
maintaining servers and software solutions used by the library for things such as
inventory management, checking out/in books, interlibrary loans, and off-campus
access to electronic resources. She’s also the Library Partner to the School of
Engineering. She loves participating in the Library’s reading challenges, playing
Dungeons & Dragons with a dedicated group of friends, and exploring nature trails
and parks. Prior to Fairfield, Laura was a software engineer in San Francisco and has
experience teaching coding and data science skills.

Grace Bissenden, Library Specialist for Non-licensed Resources
Grace is proud of her 23 years here at Fairfield, during which she has worn several
hats. She started in serials before moving to circulation, then interlibrary loan and
finally into her current role in collection development, where she has been for about
10 years. As our Library Specialist for Non-licensed resources, she orders materials for
our print and ebook collection and processes all the requests for this collection that
come from our faculty, students, and staff. Before Fairfield, Grace was a children’s
librarian in Trumbull. Among her many hobbies outside of work, she enjoys
refurbishing old furniture to match her favored French farmhouse aesthetic.

Ann Victor, Cataloging & Metadata Strategies Librarian
Ann joined our team in September 2021, although she is no stranger to Fairfield, having
interned in our archives in 2013 while working on her MLIS at LIU. As our Cataloging &
Metadata Strategies Librarian, Ann is responsible for creating, enhancing, and
managing all catalog records to ensure that our materials are accessible to our
community. Outside of her work at Fairfield, Ann is an avid baker and has taken on
several family recipes and traditions, such as the Swedish coffee bread on Christmas
morning that her great aunt used to make. She also plays and used to teach piano, and
is a fan of Marvel movies, Jane Austen, and Harry Potter.

Find us on Spotify to listen to playlists curated by all of the
librarians and library staff! bit.ly/DNLspotify
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New Lactation Room
for Caregivers
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By Lisa Thornell, Student
Engagement & Outreach Librarian
We are proud to announce that the
Library now has a designated
Lactation Room, the first space to
be fully dedicated for this purpose
on campus, created in partnership
with the Office of Human
Resources and Facilities
Management. It offers a private
space for caregivers who need to
express breast milk during their
time on campus and is located on
the lower level of the Library and
accessible during building hours.
The space is equipped with a desk
table, adjustable chair, electrical
outlets, mini refrigerator, and
restroom. Fairfield University

The Library's new Lactation Room

faculty, staff, and students who register with HR will be given access to the Library’s LibCal room
reservation system and can reserve the Lactation Room online in 30 minute increments up to two months
in advance. Multiple reservations can be made per day. We hope this Lactation Room can serve as a
model for potential additional locations.

♦︎

Make a Gift to the Library
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